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From; Laura Lloyd (laura.lloyd@yahoo.com)

To: stevlngroth@hotmail.com; ramlaw7@yahoo.com

Date: Monday, March 18, 2019,11:32 AM PDT

I was informed by Rob just minutes before the 11 AM meeting that the AUSA will no longer remain silent at
sentencing, and in fact will be recommending prison time. While I realize sentencing is up to judge, I also
realize that the recommendation of the AUSA does carry weight. Rob indicated diat originally the prosecutor
did tell him that he would remain silent at sentencing, but did not get final approval to do so and thus
rescinded. I'm not sure when the prosecutors relayed this information to your office, but I can assure you that
it was never relayed to me by your or Rob.

You know very well that I was adamant about going to trial, despite the weaknesses of the case which have
been communicated to me by you throughout the past year. However, given the new information provided to
you by the AUSA on 2/5 about the testimony of Nikki Guyton, I began to more heavily weight the pros/cons.
After further discussion with you after leaving your office on 2/5,1 discussed my options with my family. In
addition to the revelation of Nikki testifying, the other critical factor in me accepting the plea was the
prosecutor's silence at sentencing. This silence at sentencing has been communicated to me since the very first
time a plea was discussed in the Spring as one of the advantages of accepting a plea. To find out today, after my
plea has been accepted for over a month, that the plea was not what was verbally communicated to me is
shocking. Rob pointed out an area in the plea agreement that indicates the AUSA has to option to speak at
sentencing as proof that this was discussed with me - it is not.

In complete honesty, I am furious. My family is furious. 1 feel like I got duped into taking a plea that I
otherwise would have not taken. If I new that it was likely to serve prison time, I would have taken my chances
with a trial.

I need to know my options moving forward. Is it too late to rescind my plea? What are the implications of
doing so? Fist there is the 11th hour revelation of testimony from a witness not included on the x^dmess list
(when I was handed the witness list one afternoon in your office conference room as we prepared for trial, I
distinctly remember Rob asking me to review it - then asked did I notice a name missing. It was Nikki. I asked
at that time if this could play out like a movie witli a surprise wimess, and I recall Rob saying it doesn't work
like that. To only find out after the fact that any^one in discovery could be called as a witness). Second, I find
out 5 weeks after I accepted a plea that the prosecutors wiU no longer remain silent at sentencing ~ is this
grounds for rescinding my plea?

If I'm going to serve time regardless, my stance is that I might as well go down fighting for what I believe to be
right, and let die chips fall where they may.
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